
Using a Phonak Roger system with a corded handset 
The sound quality will be far superior than using a phone normally, audio into BOTH ears and REALLY clear!  The telephone adapter you have been supplied with is used to introduce the audio signal from a corded landline telephone directly into your Phonak Roger equipment.  When this equipment is set up you pick up the handset of your corded phone as usual to make or take a call with one important difference; the audio from the telephone is wirelessly transmitted directly into both your hearing aids at the same time, resulting in vastly improved audibility of telephone conversations.  Setting up the telephone adapter to work with your Phonak Roger equipment is very easy.  1). The curly cord of the handset of your desk phone plugs into the base of your desk phone itself via an oblong (usually transparent) RJ11 plug. Remove this plug and push it into the same type of socket in the phone adapter. (There is only one spare socket available).  2). From the opposite end of the phone adapter you will have two cables, one will have the same type of oblong transparent plug at the end of it and the other will have a 3.5mm audio jack (like a headset jack). Push the spare oblong transparent plug into the base of your desk phone where the curly cord was plugged in originally.  You now have the phone adapter in serial from the curly cord handset to the base of your desk phone with a 3.5mm jack cable running off the adapter (as per the diagram above). This is an audio feed that you can introduce into your Roger system. N.B. The switch on the side of the telephone adapter usually needs to be set to ‘REC’ as opposed to ‘PLAY’. If ‘REC’ does not work then try ‘PLAY’.  Make sure you plug your Roger Pen docking station into the mains supply with the supplied cable to socket  and then the 3.5mm jack cable from the phone adapter into the docking station at socket  (As per diagram to the left). Place your Roger Pen into the charging slot  ready to take a call.   The microphone of the Roger Pen will still be functioning (and charging) whilst it is sitting on the docking station, but as soon as it detects a dial tone when you make or take a call the audio from the phone will transmit directly into your hearing aids. If you notice any delays in connection when lifting the handset of the phone try removing the mains supply from the docking station, power is not required for it to work.  You can also use the Roger Pen elsewhere too, not just for phone calls! If your phone rings drop the Roger Pen into the charging slot  and pick up the phone, audio from the phone will stream straight away.  If you want to swap back to microphone mode quickly when using your Roger equipment for phone work simply lift the Roger Pen out of the docking station and the microphone from the Roger Pen is reactivated.   

You can find online help videos to help you set up and make the most of your Phonak 
Roger equipment online at: www.fmhearingsystems.co.uk/help-videos 


